
Forever an icon, 
today Smart as well.
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The light can be switched on or off by pressing any point of the surface of the keys. 
After being pressed, the keys return to their original position, perfectly aligned. 

Design innovation
Perfect planarity and elegant details

Full touch controls

One single shape with 
increased space for the functions
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Living Now, has won this prestigious 
international award confirming BTicino’s 
ability to combine technology and design



WHITE 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer
Code: ...KW
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Material: techno polymer
Code: ...DW

ICE 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer - pixel effect
Code: ...MW

PIXEL 
cover plate

Cover plate finishing

Material: techno polymer
Code: ...DA

SKY 
cover plate

Material: zamak
Code: ...NW

MOON 
cover plate

Material: zamak
Code: ...ZW

GOLD 
cover plate

Living Now cover plates code
2 module 3 module 4 module 6 module

KA4802... KA4803... KA4804... KA4806...
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The zamak finishes are obtained using non-mass production procedures. 
The individual differences among the various cover plates are therefore 
a distinguishing valuable element.



SAND 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer
Code: ...KM
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COPPER 
cover plate

Material: zamak
Code: ...ZM

OAK 
cover plate

Material: wood
Code: ...LM

AURA 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer
Code: ...DM
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OPTIC 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer - pixel effect
Code: ...MM

Living Now cover plates code
2 module 3 module 4 module 6 module

KA4802... KA4803... KA4804... KA4806...

Cover plate finishing The zamak finishes are obtained using non-mass production procedures. 
The individual differences among the various cover plates are therefore 
a distinguishing valuable element.



BLACK 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer
Code: ...KG
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SPACE 
cover plate

Material: zamak
Code: ...NG

STEEL 
cover plate

Material: zamak
Code: ...ZG

WALNUT 
cover plate

Material: wood
Code: ...LG

NIGHT 
cover plate

Material: techno polymer
Code: ...DG
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Living Now cover plates code

2 module 3 module 4 module 6 module
KA4802... KA4803... KA4804... KA4806...

Cover plate finishing The zamak finishes are obtained using non-mass production procedures. 
The individual differences among the various cover plates are therefore 
a distinguishing valuable element.



Living Now, the right  
solution for all needs

Connected 
home

Install a traditional electric system and 
add the SMART functions connected 
to the home Wi-Fi network, controlled 
using the HOME + CONTROL App 
(solution suitable for new systems or 
requiring a light refurbishment).

WIRING
DEVICES

+
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Voice 
command

Traditional 
wiring

BUS 
wiring

Wireless 
control

Lights
Consumption 

display

Shutters

Sockets

General 
control

Scenario 
control

CONNECTED
HOME
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MyHOME_Up 
system

Install a bus integrated system 
manageable using one single App 
or one single touch screen display 
(specific system design solution).

MYHOME_UP SYSTEM

Touch 7”

Voice 
command

Traditional 
wiring

BUS 
wiring

Lights Shutters

Scenario  
control

General  
control

Energy Manage-
ment

Temperature control

Video door entry 
system

Integration with 
other brand

Burglar alarm Sound systemEnergy

Consumption 
display
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Connected wiring devices

Living Now
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GENERAL CONTROL
With one single click, a general 
control will allow you to switch 

off all the lights and lower all the 
shutters when you 

leave your home, or to activate 
your favourite scenario.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION CONTROL
Use your smartphone to check the electricity 

consumption of your home or appliances 
and receive an alarm notification to prevent 

blackouts (when your energy limit is exceeded). 

VOICE COMMAND
You can control your system with 

your voice thanks to your favourite 
voice assistant.

ALARM NOTIFICATIONS
You can receive 

warning notifications on your 
smartphone in case of faults 

(blackout, appliance fault).

CONTROL WITH SMARTPHONE
From your smartphone, you will be 
able to view and check the status of 
lights, shutters and connected power 
sockets from anywhere.

WIRELESS CONTROL
You can add wireless controls 
(lights, shutters and sockets), 
or reposition them at any time 
depending on your needs.

HOME + CONTROL app

Check your home just like your e-mail or your bank account. 
Starting from today, you will have all this at your fingertips,  
in full safety and easily.
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What you can do with the App:
1. Activate and customise 4 scenarios: coming in, going out, day, night;
2. View and check the status of lights and shutters, and the loads connected to sockets;
3. View the total home consumption and those of each socket (real time or cumulative);
4. Receive notifications when the maximum power allowed by the contract with the  
    energy supplier is exceeded, to avoid blackouts;

One single App at everyone’s reach

HOME + CONTROL
One single App... 
many connected advantages

A. Download the Home + Control app 

B. Associate the Gateway to the app and to the  
home Wi-Fi network

C. Assigns a description to every connected  
device (e.g. chandelier) and the room where  
it is installed (e.g. living room)

5. Receive notifications in case of faults.
6. Integrate the app with the IFTTT platform 
to create automated actions deriving from the 
synergy of Living Now with Netatmo with external 
services and third-party connected devices.
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Connected home
You can also manage your home by voice

Note: HomeKit is a registered trade mark which is the property of Apple Inc., Google Home is a registered trade mark which is the property of 
Google LLC, Amazon Alexa is a registered trade mark which is the property of Amazon.com, Inc.

“SIRI, switch the bedroom light on”, “OK Google, switch all the home lights off”, “ALEXA, switch the kitchen light off”. 
With Living Now with Netatmo, your customer will be able to control the system using Apple, Google and Amazon voice 
assistants. An extremely useful features, particularly for those with mobility problems.

Gateway



BTicino SpA
Viale Borri, 231
21100 Varese - Italy
www.bticino.com
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BTicino SpA reserves at any time the right to modify the contents of this booklet and to 
communicate, in any form and modality, the changes brought to the same.


